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Abstract
Both order statistics andrecords arise naturally in many fields of studies such as climatology,
sports, science, engineering, medicine, traffic, and industry, among others. Study of their
properties and applications plays important roles in many areas of statistical research, for

example, statistical inference, nonparametric statistics, among others. In recent years, the
F

distributions have been widely studied in statistics because of their wide applicability in the
modeling and analysis of life time data. An absolutely continuous positive random variable X is
said to have an F distribution if its cumulative distribution function is given by
       xFxFxG  , 0 , 0x , which is the th power of the base line distribution

function )(xF . Many researchers and authors have developed various classes of F
distributions. It appears from the literature that not much attention has been paid to the analysis
of record values and order statistics from these members of F family of distributions, and,
therefore, need further and special investigations. In this paper, some distributional properties of
order statistics and record values from F distributions are reviewed. We hope that the findings
of this paper will be useful for the practitioners in various fields of studies and further
enhancement of research in F distributions, order statistics, record value theory and their
applications.

Keywords& Phrases: Exponentiated distribution, F distribution, Order
statistics, Record values.
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1. Introduction

Random variables or functions of random variables when put in order from the
smallest to the largest are called order statistics. On the other hand, an
observation is called a record if its value is greater than (or analogously, less
than) all the preceding observations. Both order statistics andrecords arise
naturally in many fields of studies such as climatology, sports, science,
engineering, medicine, traffic, and industry, among others. As such study of their
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properties and applications play important roles in many areas of statistical
research, for example, statistical inference, nonparametric statistics, among
others. In recent years, there has been a great interest in F distributions. An
absolutely continuous positive random variable X is said to have F
distribution if its cdf is given by        xFxFxG  , 0 , 0x , which is the
th power of the base line distribution function )(xF . The distribution )(xG is

also called an exponentiated distribution of the given cumulative distribution
function (cdf) )(xF . The F distributions have been widely studied in statistics
since 1995 because of their wide applicability in the modeling and analysis of life
time data. Many researchers and authors have developed various classes of F
distributions. For example, the exponentiated exponential distribution (EED) or
generalized exponential distribution (GED) was introduced by Gupta et al. (1998)
as a generalization of the standard exponential distribution to model failure time
data by Lehman alternatives, and later studied by Gupta and Kundu (1999, 2000,
2001, 2007). For further developments and distributional properties of the EE
distribution, the interested readers are referred to the recent survey paper of
Nadarajah (2011). Besides the EED (or GED), several other members of F
family of distributions have been developed by various authors. It appears from
the literature that not much attention has been paid to the analysis of record
values and order statistics from these members of F family of distributions,
and, therefore, need further and special investigation. In this paper, some
distributional properties of order statistics and record values from F
distributions are reviewed. The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section
2, the exact distributions of order statistics and record values are provided.
Section 3 contains the distributional properties of order statistics and record
values when the parent distributions are F type distributions. In Section 4, we
briefly state some other members of the F family of distributions which have
recently been developed by various authors. The concluding remarks are
presented in Section 5.

2. The Exact Distributions of Order Statistics and Record Values

Here we provide the exact distributions of order statistics and record values.

2.1. Order Statistics: Definitions and Notations

Suppose that  rX , ,2,1( r . . . ),n , is a sequence of n independent and
identically distributed ( ... dii ) random variables( rv s ), each with  cdf )(xF . If these
are rearranged in ascending order of magnitude and written as      nn XX ;2;1 ...

 nnX ; , then  nrX ; , ,2,1( r . . . ),n , is called the rth order statistic from a sample
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of size n . Further  nX ;1 ,  nnX ; are called extreme order statistics, and R

   nnn XX ;1;  is called the range. If   )(; xF nr and   )(; xf nr , ,2,1( r . . . ),n ,  denote
the cdf and probability density function (pdf) of the rth order statistic  nrX ;

respectively, then these are defined as

      jnjn
rjnr xFxF
j
n

xF 
 








 )(1)()(;  1,)(  rnrI xF , (2.1)

and

   1,
1

; )(  rnrBnr xf   1)( rxF   rnxF  )(1 )(xf , (2.2)

where       dtttbaI bap
baBp

11
0,

1 1,   denotes the incomplete beta function.
Many authors and researchers have studied the exact distributions of order
statistics in samples of n observations from various classes of distributions,
among them, Sarhan and Greenberg (1962), Arnold et al. (1992), Ahsanullah
and Nevzorov (2001), and David and Nagaraja (2003), are notable.

2.2. Record Values: Definitions and Notations:
Here we provide the distribution of record values. For detailed treatment of
record values, the interested readers are referred to Ahsanullah (2004), and
references therein.

Record Values: Suppose that   1nnX is a sequence of ... dii rv s with cdf

)(xF . Let maxnY  min  njX j 1| for 1n . We say jX is an upper

(lower) record value of  ,1| nX n if  jY 1jY , .1j By definition 1X is an
upper as well as a lower record value.

Lower Record Values: The indices at which the lower record values occur are
given by the record times   1, nnL , where   minnL

    1,,1| 1   nXXnLjj nLj and   11 L .We will denote  nL as the
indices where the lower record values occur. The nth lower record value will be
denoted by  nLX . If we define  xFn as the c.d.f. of  nLX for 1n , then we have

    
    ,,!1
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xudFxF n
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(2.3)

where   )(ln xFxH  , and      xfxHxh xd
d     1xF . The pdfof  nLX ,

denoted by nf , is
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Upper Record Values: The indices at which the upper record values occur are
given by the record times   1, nnU , where   minnU

    1,,1| 1   nXXnUjj nUj and   11 U . Many properties of the upper

record value sequence can be expressed in terms of the cumulative hazard rate
function   lnxR  xF , where    xFxF  1 ,   10  xF . If we define  xFn as

the cdf of  nUX for 1n , then we have

    
   udFxF n
uRx

n

n 1





 ,  x , (2.5)

from which it is easy to see that

      
 1

1
01 

 j

xRn
jn

j
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that is,

      
 1

1
0 


 j

xRn
jn

j

xFxF .

The pdf of  nUX , denoted by nf is

    
     



xxfxf n
xR

n

n

,
1

. (2.6)

It is easy to see that     FxFxF nn  1  x  
 xf
xfn . From here onward, for

simplicity, the nth upper (lower) record value  nUX (or,  nLX ) will be denoted
by )(nX .

3. Record Values and Order Statistics from F Distributions

3. 1. F Distributions: Definitions and Notations

Definition: An absolutely continuous positive random variable X is said to have
F distribution if its cdf is given by        xFxFxG  , 0 , 0x , which is

the th power of the base line distribution function )(xF . The distribution )(xG
is also called an exponentiated distribution of the given c.d.f. )(xF . Its pdf  xg is
given by    xFxfxg 1)(   , 0 , 0x , where  

dx
xdFxf )( denotes the base

line pdf of the random variable X .

Remarks: In literature, the F distribution is also defined as the proportional
reversed hazard rate model (PRHRM) due to the fact that the reversed hazard
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rate function (RHRF) of  xG is given by      )(
)()(ln xG
xg

dx
d

G xGx  , where )(xg is

the pdf corresponding to )(xG .

Thus    
   xx FxF

xfxF
G

 


 


)(

)()( 1

,which implies that the RHRF of  xG is

proportional to the RHRF of  xF with real constant of proportionality  . When
 is a positive integer, F is also defined as the Lehmann alternatives, that is,
the model of non-parametric class of alternatives, see Lehmann (1953). The kth
moment of the random variable X having F distribution is given by

  )() 0 xgxXE kk 
 dx   xFxfx k 1

0 )( 
  dx . (3.1)

Letting   uxF  in Eq. (3.1) and simplifying it, the expression for the kth
moment of F distribution is given by

     duuuFXE kk 111
0

  (3.2)

where 1F  u represents the inverse of the base distribution cdf )(uF associated
with F distribution. Thus, from (3.1), it is possible to determine the kth moment
of various distributions belonging to the family of F distribution provided the
integral on the right side of the Eq. (3.2) exists and can be evaluated analytically
in closed form or approximately.

3.2. Record Values and Order Statistics from F Distributions: Using Eq.
(2.4), the pdf nf and cdf nF of the nth lower record value )(nX from F

distribution are, respectively, given by

        
  ,...3,2,1,)(ln 11

 
 

nxf n
xFxfxF

n

n   (3.3)
and

     
  ...,3,2,1,ln,  

 nxF n
xFn
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(3.4)

where 0x , 0 , and ,(c )z 1

 ct

z
te dt , 0c , denotes incomplete gamma

function. The kth moment of the nth lower record value )(nX with the pdf (3.3)
is given by

        
  dxxnXE n

xFxfxFkk
n

)(ln
0

11

)( 
 


  . (3.5

Letting    uxF  ln  in Eq. (3.5) and simplifying it, the expression for the kth
moment of the nth lower record value )(nX is easily obtained as

 )(nXE k
       duuuuF nk
n  

 exp/exp 11
0

1  (3.6)
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where 1F  z represents the inverse of the base distribution cdf )(zF associated
with F distribution. Thus, from (3.6), it is possible to determine the kth moment
of the nth lower record value )(nX from various distributions belonging to the
family of F distribution provided the integral on the right side of the Eq. (3.6)
exists and can be evaluated analytically in closed form or approximately.

Using Eq. (2.1) and Eq. (2.2), the pdf nf , cdf nF and kth moment of the rth order
statistic  nrX ; , nr 1 , from F distribution, can similarly be expressed as

  







  j

n
xF n

rjnr )(;   jxF )(    jnxF 
 1 ,

   1,; )(  rnrBnr xf  )(xf   1)( rxF     rnxF 
 1 ,

and

          duuFuuXE krnr
rnrB

k
nr

/1111
01,

1
; 1 

  ,

where   uxF  .

In what follows, we will discuss some distributional properties of record values
and order statistics from various distributions belonging to the family of F
distribution.

3.3. Generalized Exponential (GE) or Exponentiated Exponential (EE)
Distribution

A random variable X is said to have the EE distribution if its cdf is given by
  )exp(1)( xxG  , (3.7)

for 0x , 0 and 0 , which is the th power of the cdf of the standard
exponential distribution. The corresponding pdf of the EE distribution (3.7) is
given by

)exp()( xxg     1)exp(1  x (3.8)

where and  are the shape and scale parameters, respectively. It is easy to
see that the mean and variance of the random variable X with pdf (3.7) are,
respectively, given by

     11  XE ,

and

     11 //  XV ,

where  . and its derivative  ./ denote psi (or digamma) and polygamma
functions, respectively, see Gupta and Kundu (1999, 2000, 2001), and
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Figure 3.1: PDF Plots of EE Distribution for α=0.5, 2, 5, 10, 50, when λ = 1.Figure 3.1: PDF Plots of EE Distribution for α=0.5, 2, 5, 10, 50, when λ = 1.

Nadarajah(2011). The possible shapes of the pdf (3.7), when 1 , are provided
for some selected values of the parameter  , that is, for 50,10,5,2,5.0 ,  in
Fig. 3.1 below.

alpha=0.5 lamda=1
alpha=2 lamda=1
alpha=5 lamda=1
alpha=10 lamda=1
alpha=50 lamda=1

Figure 3.1: PDF Plots of EE Distribution for α =0.5,2,5,10,50 when = 1

The effects of the parameters can easily be seen from the graph. For example, it
is clear from the plotted Fig. 3.1, for selected values of the parameter  , that the
pdf of the EE distribution can take different shapes. It is unimodal for 1 and
reversed `J' shaped for 1 . Further, the density function of the EE distribution
is log-convex if 1 and log-concave if 1 . Also, it has an increasing or
decreasing hazard function if 1 or 1 , respectively, and for 1 ,  the
hazard function is constant.

Order Statistics: For details on order statistics from GE (or EE) distribution, the
interested readers are referred to Raqab and Ahsanullah (2001), where different
order statistics of a three parameter GE distribution, moment generating
functions and product moments, and the best linear unbiased estimators of the
location and scale parameters have been considered. Also, see Gupta and
Kundu (1999, 2007), Sultan (2007), and Nadarajah (2011). Let nXXX ,...,2,1 be a
random sample from the GE distribution with cdf and pdf as (3.7) and (3.8),
respectively, and let      nn XX ;2;1 . . .  nnX ; denote the order statistics
obtained from this sample. One can easily obtain the pdf   )(; xf nr and cdf   )(; xF nr

of the rth order statistic  nrX ; , nr 1 , from the EE distribution byusing Eqs.
(3.7) and (3.8) in (2.2) and (2.1), respectively. Thus, if the random variable X
has the pdf (3.8) with 1 , then, following the notations of Raqaband
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Ahsanullah (2001), the pdf of the rth order statistic  nrX ; , nr 1 , for 0x , is
easily obtained as

  );(),()( 0; jrj
rn

jnr xfrndxf 

  ,

where  jj  ,     
jr

n
j
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j

n
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j

rnd 1 1
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 , and );( jrxf  denotes the EE distribution

with the shape parameter  jr  and scale parameter 1. Note that the
coefficients ),( rnd j , ),...,2,1( rnj  ,  are not dependent on . The moment

generating function,
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to see that the mean (first moment) and the second moment of
  ),...,2,1(,; nrX nr  , are, respectively, given by
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where  z dz
zd ))((log  denotes digamma function, ...577215.0)1(   is the

Euler's constant, and     ,6/21 2/   where  z/ and  z are called
trigamma and Riemann zeta functions, respectively, (see Abramowitz and
Stegun, 1970, pages 260 and 807).

Record Values: For details on record values from GE (or EE) distribution, the
interested readers are referred to Raqab (2002) where a three parameter
(including the location) GE distribution and the best linear unbiased estimators of
the location and scale parameters using the moments of the record statistics
have been considered. See also Asgharzadeh and Valiollahi (2010), and
Asgharzadeh and Fallah (2011). The pdf nf and cdf nF of the nth lower record
value )(nX from EE distribution can easily be obtained byusing Eqs. (3.7) and
(3.8) in (3.3) and (3.4), respectively. If the random variable X has the pdf (3.8)
with 1 , then, following Raqab (2002), the moment generating function, )(tM ,
of the nth lower record value )(nX is easily given by

   xtnXtEtM nX exp)()exp()( 0)(   dxxf n )( n 
0j

 
 n

j

jj
t 1
! 

, 0t ,

where
  ,...3,2,1),1)...(1(  jjtttt j , and   10 t .

Thus differentiating )()( tM nX and evaluating at 0t , the mean and the second
moment of the nth lower record value )(nX are easily obtained as

  )(nXE 
1j  n

n

jj 
 , 1n ,
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Figure 3.1: PDF Plots of EE Distribution for α=0.5, 2, 5, 10, 50, when λ = 1.

Figure 3.2: PDF Plots of EW Distribution for α=0.5, 2, 5, 10, 50, when λ = 1 and δ=2.

and
  nnXE )(2 

1j 
1k  n

n

kjkj 



.

For exact derivation of single and product moments of record statistics and
recurrence relations between these moments, and uses of these in the
evaluations of the means, variances and covariances for different values of the
shape parameter  , one is referred to Raqab (2002).

3.4. ExponentiatedWeibull (EW) distribution:
The EW distribution was introduced by Mudholkar and Srivastava (1993) as an
extension of the Weibull family. Various properties and applications of the EW
distribution have also been studied by many authors, among them Mudholkar et
al. (1995), Mudholkar and Hutson (1996), Nassar and Eissa (2003), Pal et al.
(2006), Nadarajah and Gupta (2005), and Nadarajah and Kotz (2006) are
notable. A random variable X is said to have the exponentiatedWeibull
distribution if its cdf and pdf are respectively given by

   )exp(1)( xxG  (3.9)
and

  )exp()( 1 xxxg      1
)exp(1




x , (3.10)
for 0x , 0 , 0 and 0 . The kth moment of the EW random variable
X with distribution function (3.9) is given by

  kkXE      
   


 /1!

1
01 


 k

j

jjj
k ,

for any n , where   j1   j1  
 j


 , from which the mean and variance of

the random variable X can easily be obtained. The possible shapes of the pdf
(3.10) are provided for some selected values of the parameters in Fig. 3.2 for

,2,1   and 50,10,5,2,5.0 , and in Fig. 3.3 for 5,1   and
50,10,5,2,5.0 , respectively.

alpha=0.5 lamda=1
alpha=2 lamda=1
alpha=5 lamda=1
alpha=10 lamda=1
alpha=50 lamda=1

Figure 3.2: PDF Plots of EW Distribution for α =0.5, 2, 5, 10, 50 when = 1 and =2
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Figure 3.3: PDF Plots of EW Distribution for α=0.5, 2, 5, 10, 50, when λ = 1 and δ=5.Figure 3.1: PDF Plots of EE Distribution for α=0.5, 2, 5, 10, 50, when λ = 1.

alpha=0.5 lamda=1
alpha=2 lamda=1
alpha=5 lamda=1
alpha=10 lamda=1
alpha=50 lamda=1

Figure 3.3: PDF Plots of EW Distribution for α =0.5, 2, 5, 10, 50 when = 1 and =5

The effects of the parameters can easily be seen from the graph. It is clear from
both Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3 that the pdf of EW distribution is unimodal and, for fixed
 and  , it becomes more and more symmetric as  increases.It appears from
the literature that not much has been done on the order statistics and record
values from EW distribution. However, we derive the pdf nf and cdf nF of the nth
lower record value )(nX from EW distribution, which, byusing Eqs. (3.9) and
(3.10) in (3.3) and (3.4), respectively, are easily given as
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0c , denotes incomplete gamma function. The kth moment of the nth lower
record value )(nX from EW distribution is given by
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Letting     ux 
 )exp(1ln in the above Eq. and simplifying it, the

expression for the kth moment of the nth lower record value )(nX is obtained as
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It is evident from the above expression that the analytical derivations of the exact
or tractable closed form expressions for the moments of record statistics from
EW distribution seem to be complicated, and therefore need further
investigations. However, for 1 , since the EW distribution reduces to EE
distribution, one is referred to Raqab (2002) for exact derivation of the moments
of record statistics. Similarly, one can obtain the pdf   )(; xf nr and cdf   )(; xF nr of
the rth order statistic  nrX ; , nr 1 , from EW distribution byusing Eqs. (3.9)
and (3.10) in (2.1) and (2.2), respectively. Note that the analytical derivations of
the exact or tractable closed form expressions for the moments of order statistics
from EW distribution are complicated, and therefore also need further
investigations.

3.5. Power Function Distribution: A random variable X is said to have the
power function distribution if its cdf and pdf are, respectively, given by

)(xG ,)( 

x (3.11)

and
  1)(  


 xxg , (3.12)
where 0 , 0 , and  x0 . For statistical properties of power function
distribution, see, for example, Johnson et al. (1994). For a discussion on order
statistics from power function distribution, the interested readers are referred to
Ahsanullah and Nevzorov (2001). See also Malik (1967). For record values from
power function distribution, one is referred to Ahsanullah (2004), where
distributional properties of upper record values from a three parameter power
function distribution, recurrence relation between moments, estimation of the
parameters and prediction of record values have been considered. The pdf nf
and cdf nF of the nth lower record value )(nX from power function distribution
can easily obtained byusing Eqs. (3.11) and (3.12) in (3.3) and (3.4),
respectively, as         

  ,///ln 11

n
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and     
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where 0n (an integer), ,0  x 0 and 0 , and ,(c )z 1

 ct

z
te dt ,

0c , denotes incomplete gamma function. The kth moment of the nth lower
record value )(nX from power function distribution is easily given by

        
  dxxnXE n

xxkk
n

///ln
0

11

)( 
 


  .

Letting   ux  /ln in the above Eq. and simplifying it, the expression for the
kth moment of the nth lower record value )(nX is easily obtained as

   )( n
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from which the single moment (that is, the mean), the second single moment and
variance of the nth lower record value )(nX from power function distribution are
easily given as

   1)( n

nnXE




 ,

   2
2 2)( n

nnXE





 ,

and
  2)( nXVar     

12
1

2n

n

n
n








 .

Similarly, one can obtain the pdf   )(; xf nr and cdf   )(; xF nr of the rth order statistic

 nrX ; , nr 1 , from power function distribution byusing Eqs. (3.11) and (3.12)
in (2.2) and (2.1), respectively. We can also derive expressions for the moments
of order statistics from power function distribution (3.11). Thus, if the random
variable X has the pdf (3.11), the kth moment of the rth order statistic  nrX ;

from a sample of size n is given by

  k
nrXE ;

   
   1
1







 
k

kk

nr
rn , nr ,...,3,2,1 ,

where  z denotes gamma function. Also we have the following recurrence
relation between moments of the order statistics  nrX ; and  nrX ;1 :

  k
nrXE ;

    
 1
1 ;1


 

r
XEr k

nr
k
 , nr ,...,3,2,1 , 1k .

Using the above Eqs., the single moment (that is, the mean), the second single
moment and variance of the rth order statistic  nrX ; , nr 1 , from power
function distribution, can easily be derived.

3.6. Pareto Type II (or Exponentiated Pareto or Lomax) Distribution: The
Pareto type II distribution is defined by the cdf

)(xG 
  )](1[

1
1
x

 , (3.13)
for ,0x 0 , 0 and 0 , and was introduced by Pickands (1975) to study
extreme events. See also Ahsanullah (2004). Another variant of the Pareto type
II or the exponentiated Paretodistribution was introduced by Gupta et al. (1998)
as a lifetime model with the cdf and pdf expressed, respectively, as

)(xG  ])(1[ 1
1
x (3.14)

and
)(xg    1

1
11

1
1 ])(1[ 




  xx , (3.15)
for ,0x 0 and 0 , where  and  denote the shape parameters of the
exponentiated Paretodistribution given by (3.14). When 1 , the above
distribution (3.14) corresponds to the standard Pareto distribution of the second
kind, see Johnson et al. (1994). See also Shawky and Abu-Zinadah (2008,
2009), Ali and Woo (2010), and Afify (2010) for other distributional properties and
applications of the Pareto type II distribution. The pdf nf and cdf nF of the nth
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lower record value )(nX from ),( EP can easily obtained byusing the Eqs.
(3.14) and (3.15) in (3.3) and (3.4), respectively. Similarly, one can obtain the pdf

  )(; xf nr and cdf   )(; xF nr of the rth order statistic  nrX ; , nr 1 , from ),( EP
byusing the Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15) in (2.2) and (2.1), respectively. It appears from
the literature that not much attention has been paid on the order statistics and
record values from ),( EP . Recently, Shawky and Abu-Zinadah (2009) studied
the estimation of the parameters of the order statistics from ),( EP , and
compared the performances of different estimation procedures through numerical
simulations.

Also, Ali and Woo (2010) studied some distributional properties and estimation
problems of the first order statistics for a special case of the exponentiated
Pareto distribution ),( EP . For the derivation of exact form of the pdf, moments
of single, double, triple and quadruple of lower record values and recurrence
relations between single, double, triple and quadruple moments of lower record
values from ),( EP , the interested readers are referred to Shawky and Abu-
Zinadah (2008).

3.7. Burr Type X or Generalized Rayleigh (GR) Distribution
The two-parameter Burr type X (also called the generalized Rayleigh distribution,
denoted by ),( GR , where  and  denote the shape and scale
parameters respectively) was introduced by Surles and Padgett (2001) to model
strength and lifetime data. Its cdf and pdf are, respectively, expressed as

)(xG    ))exp(1( 2x , (3.16)
and

)(xg 22 )exp(2 xx      12 )exp(1





x , (3.17)

for 0x , 0 and 0 . Note that the ),( GR distribution is a special case
of the EW distribution, as defined above. It is observed in Raqab and Kundu
(2006) that for 5.0 , the pdf (3.17) of ),( GR distribution is a decreasing
function. It is right-skewed and unimodalfor 5.0 . Further, the hazard function
of ),( GR distribution is bathtub type for 5.0 and is increasing for 5.0 . It
appears from the literature that not much has been paid on the record values
from generalized Rayleigh distribution. Byusing Eqs. (3.16) and (3.17) in (3.3)
and (3.4), respectively, the pdf nf and cdf nF of the nth lower record value )(nX
from ),( GR distribution can easily be obtained as
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where 0n (an integer), 0x , 0 , 0 , and ,(c )z 1

 ct

z
te dt , 0c ,

denotes incomplete gamma function. The kth moment of the nth lower record
value )(nX from ),( GR distribution is given by
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Letting     ux 


 )exp(1ln 2 in the above Eq. and simplifying it, the
expression for the kth moment of the nth lower record value )(nX is obtained
as
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It is evident from the above expression that the analytical derivation of the exact
or tractable closed form expressions for the moments of record statistics from

),( GR distribution is complicated, and, therefore, needs further investigations.
For a discussion on order statistics from ),( GR distribution, the interested
readers are referred to Raqab (1998), and Kundu and Raqab (2005). By using
Eqs. (3.16) and (3.17) in (2.1) and (2.2) respectively, the cdf   )(; xF nr and pdf

  )(; xf nr of the rth order statistic  nrX ; , nr 1 from ),( GR distribution are

given by
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For a discussion on order statistics from )1,(GR distribution, such as the exact
form of the pdf, moments, measures of skewness and kurtosis, percentage
points and estimation of parameters, one is referred to Raqab (1998).
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4. Record Values and Order Statistics from Other Members of F Family
of Distributions

Besides the above stated F distributions in Section 3, several other members
of F family of distributions have recently been developed by various authors.
For the sake of completeness, we briefly describe some of these members of the

F family of distributions.

4.1. Generalized Logistic (GL) Distribution:
The two-parameter generalized logistic distribution, denoted by ),( GL , where
 and  denote the shape and scale parameters, respectively, was introduced
by Balakrishnan and Leung (1988) as one of the three generalized forms of the
standard logistic distribution. Its cdf and pdf are respectively expressed as

)(xG
.)1(

1
xe

, (4.1)

and
)(xg 1)1( 



 


x

x

e
e , (4.2)

for  x , 0 and 0 . The ),( GL distribution was originally
proposed as a generalization of the logistic distribution by Ahuja and Nash
(1967). See also Johnson et al. (1994). As observed by Alkasasbeh and Raqab
(2009), the logistic distribution has been used for growth models and is used in a
certain type of regression known as the logistic regression. It also has
applications in modeling life data. This model is also used in survival analysis as
a parametric model for events whose rate increases initially and decreases later,
for example mortality from cancer following diagnosis or treatment. It has also
been used in hydrology to model stream flow and precipitation, and in economics
as a simple model of the distribution of wealth or income. It is observed by
Balakrishnan and Leung (1988) that ),( GL is skewed and its kurtosis
coefficient is greater than that of the logistic distribution. For 1 , the GL
distribution becomes the standard logistic and is symmetric. Further, Alkasasbeh
and Raqab (2009) observed that the pdf (4.2) of ),( GL distribution is
increasing for )ln( 1 x and is decreasing for )ln( 1 x . Therefore it is a
unimodal distribution with mode at ln . The density function of ),( GL is log-
concave for all values of  . For 1 , it is positively skewed and for 10  ,
it is negatively skewed. For this, the proportionality constant  can be
represented as the skewness parameter. The hazard rate of GL distribution can
be either bathtub type or an increasing function, depending on the shape
parameter  . For 1 , the hazard rate of ),( GL is bathtub type and for 1
, it is an increasing function. For other statistical properties, different estimation
procedures and applications of the ),( GL distribution, the interested readers
are referred to Balakrishnan (1990), Chen and Balakrishnan(1995), and
Asgharzadeh (2006).
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4.2. The Exponentiated Generalized Inverse Gaussian (EGIG) Distribution
Recently, Lemonte and Cordeiro (2011) have introduced the exponentiated
generalized inverse Gaussian (EGIG) distribution. Additionally, as a particular
case of EGIG, they also introduced the exponentiated gamma (EGamma)
distribution, which generalizes the exponentiated standard gamma (ESGamma)
distribution proposed by Nadarajah and Kotz (2006). See also Shawky and
Bakoban (2008, 2009) and Shadrokh and Pazira (2011) who studied statistical
properties and applications of the EGamma distribution.

4.3. Other Members
Nadarajah and Kotz (2006) also proposed four more members of F family of
distributions to extend the standard gamma, standard Weibull, standard Gumbel
and standard Fréchet distributions. See also Persson and Ryden (2010) for
exponentiatedGumbel distribution and its application in estimation of return levels
of significant wave height. Cho et al. (2009) studied the properties of the
exponentiated extreme value distribution. Silva et al. (2010) introduced the
exponentiated exponential geometric distribution (also known as the generalized
exponential geometric (GEG) distribution). Recently, the exponentiated inverse
Weibull distribution has been introduced by Gusmão et al. (2011).

4.4. Remarks
It appears from the literature that not much attention has been paid to the
analysis of order statistics and record values from the above-mentioned recently
introduced members of F family of distributions, and, therefore, needs further
and special investigations.

5. Concluding Remarks

It is evident from the above examples of F distributions that adding a
parameter, say, 0 , to a cdf F by exponentiation produces a cdf F which is
richer and more flexible to modeling data. It has been observed that F is
flexible enough to accommodate both monotone as well as non-monotone
hazard rates. For example, if F is exponential such that )exp(1)( xxF  , then
its pdf )exp()( xxf   is monotone decreasing on the positive half of the real
line. However,   )exp(1)( xxG  has pdf )exp()( xxg     1)exp(1  x
which is unimodal on  ,0 with mode at  /)(lnx . Furthermore, while the
exponential distribution F has constant hazard rate  , it can be shown that the
exponentiated exponential (EE) G has increasing hazard rate (IHD) if 1 ,
constant hazard rate if 1 and decreasing hazard rate (DHR) if 1 . It follows
from this analysis that adding one or more parameters to a distribution makes it
richer and more flexible for modeling data. Obviously F distributions are quite
different from F and need special investigations. It appears from literature that,
since 1995, many researchers and authors have studied and developed various
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classes of F distributions, among them, the exponentiated exponential and
exponentiatedWeibull distributions are notable. However, in spite of the extensive
recent work on F distributions, characterizations, estimation of parameters and
their applications, very little attention has been paid to the to the study of order
statistics and record values, prediction of future order statistics and record values
based on existing ones, and inferential properties of order statistics and record
values from F family of distributions. Therefore, the purpose of this research
project was to study some of the distributional properties of order statistics and
record values from F or exponentiated family of distributions. Most of the
recent works are reviewed and discussed. The expressions for the pdf, cdf and
moments for certain members of F family of distributions and associated order
statistics and record values are provided. We hope that the findings of this paper
will be useful for the practitioners in various fields of studies and further
enhancement of research in order statistics, record value theory and their
applications. These results will also be useful in the study of reversed hazard
rates. One can also study the applications of order statistics and record values in
the statistical data analysis when the parent distributions belong to the F family
of distributions. It will be useful in the characterizations of F distributions and
quantifying information contained in observing each order statistic and record
value. For future work, one can consider to develop inferential procedures for the
parameters of the parent F distributions based on the corresponding order
statistics and record value distributions. It is also of theoretical interest, in
designing an experiment, to investigate and establish the relationships between
the record values and the order statistics when observations are taken from the
same parent F distributions.
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